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Across Down 
    

1 Struggle (German) 1 Transformative Australian Prime Minister  

6 Dark, brooding, Japanese hip hop track by  after landslide defeat of conservative Howard  

 MONYPETZJNKMN (prod. U-LEE)  government in 2007 (street name) (1-4) 

8 Ruin or downfall 2 Subject of racy 1884 portrait of controversial 

9 Rectangular, tasseled veil used in Eastern   American socialite by John Singer Sergeant 

 church (following Byzantine rite) to cover   (6, 1) 

 Chalice and Diskos (whilst on Prothesis)  3 Mythological bird associated with eternal  

 (from Greek for air due to lightness)  regeneration from ashes 

10 Condemn to eternity in hell 4 “For I have sworn thee … and thought thee  

12 “Pourquoi? POURQUOI???” Greatly loved   bright / Who art as black as hell, as dark as  

 Algerian football legend known for notorious  night” Sonnet 147 

 headbutting incident (defending honour of  5 City of Lower Egypt (on eastern Nile delta) 

 sister) and red card dismissal during 2006  7 Hassan Nasrallah or Harvey Norman (initials) 

 World Cup final (initials) 11 …L Military acronym signifying desertion  

13 Well known Chinese given name (not Zedong)  (Sidney Nolan etc.) 

15 Making available on internet with malicious 12 Form of Buddhism introduced into China by 

 intent personal information such as that you  Bodhidharma in 5th
 century in famous meeting 

 live in Napier Street, Fitzroy  with Emperor Wu 

   Emperor Wu: “How much karmic merit have  

   I earned for ordaining monks, copying sutras,  

   building monasteries and commissioning  

   Buddha images?” 

   Bodhidharma: “None. Good deeds done with  

   worldly intent bring no merit” 

   Emperor Wu: “So what then is the highest  

   meaning of Noble Truth?” 

   Bodhidharma: “There is no noble truth, only  

   emptiness” 

   Emperor: “Who then is standing before me?” 

   Bodhidharma: “I don’t know, Your Majesty” 

  14 WEG image (initials) 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacca

